EASY MAINTENANCE Operator Guide
MOCOM MILLENNIUM BP, BM, BG, BH, BL
Chamber Filter Location Version 1
Regular Operator maintenance is essential for good performance.
Refer to Appendix C - Maintenance in your User Manual for a details specific to your model.
Recommended general operator maintenance is listed below:
Daily

Key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Clean the ‘rubber’ chamber seal (1) and
stainless steel chamber face (2) against which
the rubber seal sits.
Use a clean soft lint free cloth (not paper) with
mild detergent and warm water. Clean any debris
and rinse well to remove any detergent residue.
Dry the surfaces.
Only if stubborn build-up is present on the
chamber face, use a nylon scourer (eg. green
Scotchbrite pad). Rinse well to remove any
residue. Dry the surfaces.

Weekly

‘Rubber’ chamber seal
Stainless steel chamber face
Inner chamber
Door plate
Chamber rack
Plastic filter cover plate
Filter holder
Mesh filter
Bacterial filter

Clean the chamber rack (5), inner chamber (3),
door plate (4), and trays.
Remove the trays and chamber rack from the
chamber. Clean as above, rinse to remove any
residue and dry all surfaces.
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Clean the outer surfaces.
Clean, rinse, removing any residue and dry.
Clean the mesh filter or replace if necessary.
Open the door of the steriliser and remove the
plastic filter cover plate (6) with your fingers. Using
a large flat blade screwdriver, carefully remove the
filter holder (7), then take the mesh filter (8) out of
the holder (this is a tight fit).
Clean the mesh filter under running water. If
necessary use a pointed tool to remove fluff and
lint from inside. If necessary use a wire brush to
remove build-up on the outside.
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If the mesh filter cannot be cleaned acceptably,
replace with a new one (2MOC-0043).
Replace the mesh filter in the filter holder and
screw gently back into position. Add a little silicone
lubricant to the o-ring if needed. Replace plastic
filter cover plate.
As Needed

The chamber seal, bacterial filter and printer paper
need to be replaced periodically—the frequency
depends on usage. These items can be ordered
from your local Mocom service provider.
2MOC-0011
2MOC-0020
2MOC-0042
9PAPER-03
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Door Seal, grey
Bacterial Filter
Chamber Mesh Filter
Thermal Paper Roll (9 rolls)
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